
Traditional CRM is Failing Your Sales Team 
 



Mid market CRM systems 



Traditional CRM 

Manage sales 
activities and tasks 

Manage a pipeline/forecast Manage a sales process 
(opportunity stages) 

Manage post-sales client 
relationships (service/

support) 

CRM systems are fundamentally designed to manage the selling process 

 

 
 



CRM and the buyer journey 

Buyer journeys defined 
A progression of steps a buyer takes 
from research to evaluation and 
comparison, culminating in a purchase 
decision.  A significant percentage of a 
modern buyer journey takes place via 
the web. 

 
 

 



CRM and the buyer journey 

The modern B2B buyer journey is 
a series of research points 
wherein the buyer consumes 
digital content (both internally and 
externally)  
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CRM and the buyer journey 

CRM is designed to manage and assist with 
the  engagement and purchase decision 
phases of the buyer journey.  
 As much as 70% of the  buyer’s journey 
may be completed prior to sales 
engagement.* 
 
Unless sales can engage earlier in the 
journey, they are operating at a 
disadvantage. 
 
CRM systems, in their current state, cannot 
help sales prior to “engagement”. 
 
*SiriusDecisions 
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Disconnected  Approach 

●  Sales is focused (in technology and 
process) on managing engagement and 
purchase decision phases 

 
●  Marketing is focused (in technology and 

programs) on managing awareness,  
information gathering, and comparison 
phases 

 
●  Each is managing these phases in a 

mutually exclusive manner. 
 
●  This leads to lack of a cohesive funnel, 

lost leads, poor metrics, and lost sales 
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Defining Marketing Automation 

Platform for creating, managing, and tracking all lead generation programs 
and activity 

BPM solution to managing the capture, scoring, routing, and management 
of lead flow  

Analytics engine for tracking marketing spend related to sales opportunity 
value (lead to revenue management) 



MAP’s Relevance to Sales 

MAPs are designed to manage the “buyer” journey by capturing and 
reacting to explicit and implicit buyer touchpoints 

MAPs identify, group, and classify buyers based on their journey stage 

MAPs help encourage sales/buyer interactions earlier in the  journey 

MAPs provide context to sales as to why a buyer may be interested and 
interacting 



Unifying the two funnels 

MAP CRM 

Owns  
●  Discover 
●  Evaluate 

Shares 
●  Qualify 
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●  Close 
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●  Qualify 
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Unifying the two funnels 

MAP 

Discover - email, landing pages, events, social 
publishing, PR 
 
Evaluate - website tracking, lead nurture programs, 
content marketing 
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Unifying the two funnels 

CRM 

Engage - contact,  activity, and sales process 
management 
 
Close - Opportunity and  funnel management 
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Understanding lead flow 

Lead 
Capture MAP 

Inbound 
Leads 

Corp 
Website 

Nurture Programs 
 

CRM 

Discover 
Evaluate 

Qualify 
Engage 

Close 



Most common challenges with CRM 

Adoption - after all these 
years, CRM  is still a system 

that requires  data  input  
from sales to work/function 

All processes  in CRM  are  
organized around managing 
post-qualification activities 

Sales still  views CRM  
as a system that they 

need to feed….it doesn’t 
feed them 

CRM helps sales  organize 
but does not address  

or support a  
third of the  

new lead-to-sales  
funnel 



How can marketing automation help? 

Email and Lead Capture pages 
contain script to place a first-party 
cookie on the  
machine of the responder  

Alerts encourage sales  
to connect with  
leads/prospects earlier on  
in the sales cycle 

Identify 

Persistent cookie tracks         
downstream website visits 

Alerts notify  sales  
when  leads/prospects  
whom they are assigned  
have a meaningful  
touchpoint 



How can marketing automation help? 

Classify Leads are classified into groups based on demographic 
information and activity   

Leads are categorized into buckets which  in-turn, trigger 
alerts,  nurturing,  lead routing 

Leads are assigned to sales in CRM and marketing ensures 
timely assignment to the right people 



How can marketing automation help? 

Lead 
Nurturing 

Leads not ready for sales engagement are nurtured through  
automated programs 

Leads that are passed to sales too soon are recycled into 
marketing for further nurturing 

Lead nurturing is fully automated and removes the guesswork 
of how to manage early-stage leads 



How can marketing automation help? 

Accountability MAP makes both marketing and sales fully accountable for 
leads 

Tracking of leads through to opportunity 

Track the spend of marketing related to the amount of qualified 
leads, opportunities and revenue 
 

MAP enables marketing and sales share accountability for the 
full funnel...not just parts of it. 
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Unifying  the two funnels 

MAP CRM Qualify 

Lead Scoring, Lead Routing, Nurture Programs Discover 
Evaluate 

Qualify 
Engage 

Close 




